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Abstract: Ultra-high energy cosmic rays (UHECRs) are the most energetic particles observed and serve
as a probe of the extreme universe. A key question to understanding the violent processes responsible for
their acceleration is identifying which classes of astrophysical objects (active galactic nuclei or starburst
galaxies, for example) correlate to their arrival directions. While source clustering is limited by deflections
in the Galactic magnetic field, at the highest energies the scattering angles are sufficiently low to retain
correlation with source catalogues. While there have been several studies attempting to identify source cat-
alogue correlations with data from the Pierre Auger Observatory and the Telescope Array, the significance
above an isotropic background has not yet reached the threshold for discovery. It has been known for sev-
eral decades that a full-sky UHECR observatory would provide a substantial increase in sensitivity to the
anisotropic component of UHECRs. There have been several concepts developed in that time targeting the
identification of UHECR sources such as OWL, JEM-EUSO, and POEMMA, using fluorescence detection
in the Earth’s atmosphere from orbit. In this white paper, we present a concept called the Zettavolt Askaryan
Polarimeter (ZAP), designed to identify the source of UHECRs using radio detection of the Askaryan radio
emissions produced by UHECRs interacting in the Moon’s regolith from low lunar orbit.
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Introduction - The physical origin of ultra-high energy cosmic rays (UHECRs) beyond the well-
established spectral cutoff energy of ∼ 1019.6 eV1–5 is currently a topic of debate. While spatial clustering
of events with astrophysical sources is an obvious way of identifying the sources, this is complicated by the
fact that Galactic magnetic fields scatter the cosmic ray arrival directions6. At energies beyond the cutoff the
scattering scale is ∼ 15◦, which does allow to test whether classes of sources are correlated to anisotropies
in the distribution of UHECR arrival directions.
There are several compelling classes of source candidates7–9 and as can be seen in Figure 1, some of
these have discernible sky distributions10. One hypothesis is that the particle acceleration are due to shocks
in the backflows of active galactic nuclei (AGN) jets, which are powered by the accretion of supermassive
black holes11–13. A second candidate is the termination shocks in starburst galaxies (SBGs), driven by
intense star formation rate14–16. Some scenarios for UHECR acceleration that result in sky distributions
that correlate to the matter distribution in the nearby universe are the unipolar induction in rapidly rotating
magnetospheres of newly born pulsars17 and the shocks in gamma-ray bursts18–21.
Both the Pierre Auger Observatory (Auger), in the southern hemisphere and the Telescope Array (TA)
in the northern hemisphere have been reporting excesses of events over expectations from an isotropic sky
in angular regions spanning about 20◦. TA has recorded an excess above the isotropic background-only
expectation in cosmic rays with energies above 1019.75 eV22;23. Auger has performed a correlation search
with various catalogues (SBGs, γ−AGN, Swift-BAT, and 2MRS) and has found that the largest significance
over anisotropy is 4.5σ for SBGs10;24. TA has reported that with their current statistics they cannot make a
statistically significant corroboration or refutation of the possible correlation between UHECRs and SBGs25.
To overcome the challenges imposed by using two different observatories with uneven sky coverage and
different systematic effects to identify the sources of UHECRs, it is necessary to have a single observatory
with full-sky nearly-uniform coverage. This has been the motivation behind several concepts for space-
based observation of UHECRs using fluorescence detectors in low-Earth orbit (OWL26, JEM-EUSO27, and
most recently POEMMA28). While the performance of these concepts has several attractive qualities, they
are resource-intensive and their implementation is challenging.
An alternative implementation for a full-sky coverage UHECR detector is to use radio detectors in low
lunar orbit. In the 1960’s Askaryan proposed that cosmic rays entering the surface of the Moon and generat-
ing particle showers would generate strong coherent radio emission29;30. This effect has been verified in sev-
eral accelerator experiments in a number of dense dielectric media and has been shown to match microscopic
simulations 31;32.Askaryan radiation is the basis for several current33–35and proposed 36;37observatories in-
cluding NASA’s ANITA mission38.The Lunar Orbiting Radio Detector (LORD) mission concept39 has been
previously proposed to search for ultra-high energy neutrinos and has shown to have high sensitivity to UHE-
CRs. In this white paper, we present the Zettavolt Askaryan Polarimeter (ZAP), which uses radio detection
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Figure 1: Source distributions assuming a scattering angle of 15◦, as expected from Galactic magnetic fields,
with an anisotropic fraction of UHECR events of 20%. From left to right the source catalogues are SWIFT-
BAT Active Galactic Nuclei, Starburst Galaxies, and the 2MRS10. Note that the color scales in each map
(in Galactic coordinates) have different ranges.
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from low lunar orbit with a focus on determining the sources of ultra-high energy cosmic rays. In addi-
tion, ZAP offers unprecedented sensitivity to UHECRs with energies > 1020 eV, which can be used to
discriminate between energy cutoff hypotheses. Designing a lunar radio detector for UHECRs results in
additional benefits including sensitivity to UHE neutrinos and photons that may be produced by the decay
of super-heavy dark matter particles.
The Zettavolt Askaryan Polarimeter (ZAP) - ZAP is designed with the objective of deter-
mining which classes of objects accelerate UHECRs by correlating the anisotropic component to candidate
source catalogues (SBG, AGN, or 2MRS); see Figure 1. The basic observatory concept is shown in Figure 2.
An ultra-high energy cosmic ray enters the lunar regolith to produce an air shower that will reach shower
maximum within the first∼ 6 m. The Askaryan radio emission is an impulsive transient with a beam pattern
that varies from dipole-like at low frequencies (∼ 30 MHz) and transitions to Cherenkov cone-like at high
frequencies (∼ 300 MHz), providing an observation angle-dependent radio spectrum. The signal is 100%
linearly polarized with a polarization vector that is determined by the direction of the UHECR shower pro-
jected in a plane orthogonal to the line of sight. The signal refracts out of the Lunar surface to be detected
by an array of wideband active dipoles (30 − 300 MHz). The direction of the signal is reconstructed by
the combination of differences in the timing of arrival between spatially separated dipoles, the polarization
vector, and the pulse frequency spectrum. The CR energy is determined from the amplitude of the electric
field and the reconstructed position and direction of the UHECR-induced shower in the lunar regolith.
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Figure 2: ZAP measures the energy and direction of arrival
from UHECRs incident on the lunar surface with detection
of the electric field strength, spectrum, and polarization (see
text for details).
An implementation of ZAP in low lunar
orbit (∼ 100 km altitude) can achieve an event
rate of> 1000 for energies> 1019.6 eV in two
years of operation. The details of the mission
implementation, to optimize for the pointing
and energy resolution needed to achieve sta-
tistically significant correlation to source cata-
logues, are currently under study. With ZAP’s
sensitivity to UHECRs above 1020 eV, it is
also possible to distinguish between models
where the UHECR spectrum ends due to the
“end-of steam” of cosmic accelerators40 or
due to UHECR interaction with the cosmic
microwave background41;42. In the latter a re-
covery of the proton spectrum is expected28.
This imparts a test of Lorentz Invariance with
unprecedented precision43. In addition, ZAP
can explore a space of models for superheavy dark matter of UHE neutrinos and photons44. UHE neutrinos
are significantly more deeply penetrating than UHECRs and would manifest themselves as upward-going
showers from beneath the regolith. UHE photon have a comparable but larger penetration depth than UHE-
CRs but they would manifest themselves as having a train of multiple radio pulses due the LPM effect45.
Conclusions - The ZAP mission concept is potentially a low-resource implementation to determine
the sources of ultra-high energy cosmic rays. With air shower arrays the size of small nations that have
already been operating for more than a decade, the next major step in UHECR observatories are space-based
implementations with large exposures achieved in relatively short mission durations. These observatories
would not also expand the reach of UHECRs to energies well above the cutoff, but they also have the
potential to put the most stringent limits on super heavy dark matter by way of detecting ultra-high energy
neutrinos and photons. ZAP would target a launch within this decade.
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